Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations


Topic: Fair trade policies to defeat inequality worldwide

Alarmed by the fact that most farmers and workers don’t get the money they deserve for their crops and products,

Deeply conscious that farmers and workers are in a high risk of poverty, 40% of all farmers are in the same situation, this percentage could grow if we do not take action now,

Having studied, Fair Trade farmers earn 19% more money than non-Fair Trade farmers, however, the majority of the World’s farmers are not participating in Fair Trade,

1. Encourages the United Nations to have a conference with different governments and countries;

2. Support companies that encourage Fair Trade and recognize volunteers who helped Fair Trade;

3. Further recommends sustainable farming;

4. Fully believing that having a Fair Trade organization and trade between developed and developing countries will help solve the problem of inequality in trade;
5. Draws the attention on exports of developing countries and let the governing organizations lead as they have more resources;

6. Encourages sharing technology, this can lead to trade links;

7. Further recommends to educate the benefits of Fair Trade;

8. Requests the United Nations to suggest a fine when farmers are not getting paid.